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When can Unlabeled Data help supervised learning? 

Problem setting (the PAC learning setting): 
•  Set X of instances drawn from unknown distribution P(X) 
•  Wish to learn target function f: X Y (or, P(Y|X)) 
•  Given a set H of possible hypotheses for f 

Given: 
•  i.i.d. labeled examples 
•  i.i.d. unlabeled examples  

Wish to find hypothesis with lowest true error: 





•  Idea: Want classifiers that produce a maximally 
consistent labeling of the data 

•  If learning is an optimization problem, what 
function should we optimize? 

What if CoTraining Assumption  
Not Perfectly Satisfied? 
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Co-EM  [Nigam & Ghani, 2000; Jones 2005] 

Idea: 
•  Like co-training, train two coupled functions 

–  P(class | X1),  P(class | X2) 

•  Like EM, iterative probabilistic algorithm 
–  Assign probabilistic values to unobserved class labels 
–  Updating model parameters (= labels of other feature set) 

- 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Goal to learn 



CoRegularization 

Key idea: 
•  define explicit learning objective 
•  optimize it directly 

What objective? 



What Objective Function? 

Error on labeled examples 



What Objective Function? 

Error on labeled examples 

Disagreement over unlabeled 



What Objective Function? 
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Error on labeled examples 

Disagreement over unlabeled 

Misfit to estimated class priors 



What Function Approximators? 



What Function Approximators? 

•  Same fn form as Logistic regression, Max 
Entropy 

•  Use gradient descent to simultaneously learn 
g1 and g2, directly minimizing  E = E1 + E2 + 
E3 + E4 
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Gradient CoTraining 



Classifying Jobs for FlipDog 

X1: job title 
X2: job 
description 



CoRegularization 
Classifying FlipDog job descriptions: SysAdmin vs. WebProgrammer 

Final Accuracy 

Labeled data alone: 
86% 

CoRegularization: 96% 



CoRegularization 
Classifying Upper Case sequences as Person Names 

25 labeled 

5000 unlabeled 

2300 labeled 

5000 unlabeled 

Using labeled 
data only 

CoRegularization 

CoRegularization 
without fitting 
class priors (E4) 

.27 

.13 .24 

* sensitive to weights of error terms E3 and E4 

.11 * .15 * 

* 

Error Rates 



CoTraining/CoRegularization 
•  Unlabeled data improves supervised learning when example features 

are redundantly sufficient  
–  Family of algorithms that train multiple classifiers 

•  Theoretical results 
–  Expected error for rote learning 
–  If X1,X2 conditionally independent given Y, Then 

•  PAC learnable from weak initial classifier plus unlabeled data 
•  disagreement between g1(x1) and g2(x2) bounds final classifier error 

•  Many real-world problems of this type 
–  Semantic lexicon generation [Riloff, Jones 99], [Collins, Singer 99] 

–  Web page classification [Blum, Mitchell 98] 
–  Word sense disambiguation [Yarowsky 95] 
–  Speech recognition [de Sa, Ballard 98] 

–  Visual classification of cars [Levin, Viola, Freund 03] 



Coupled training type 2 
Wish to learn f1: X  Y1, f2: X  Y2,  
such that: (   x) g(f1(x), f2(x))   
e.g. 

    location: NounPhraseInSentence  {0,1} 
   politician: NounPhraseInSentence  {0,1} 
   g(y1,y2) =  not (and(y1,y2)) 

Luke is mayor of Pittsburgh. 

X2 

city? 
politician? 

location? 

Α 



Coupling functions with different outputs 
[Daume, 2008] 

Wish to learn f1: X  Y1, f2: X  Y2,  
such that: (   x) g(f1(x), f2(x))   

Key theoretical question: what is sample complexity?  How 
does it depend on the coupling constraint, g? 

Key insight: 
•  g will be most useful if the probability that it is satisfied by 

a high error f applied to a random x, is low 
Α 



Coupling functions with different outputs 
[Daume, 2008] 

Consider simpler one-sided learning of f2, given we know f1  



(here |Y|= |Y1| x |Y2| is the number of values the 
two functions can take on) 

Coupling functions with different outputs 
[Daume, 2008] 



Structured Output Learning 

Suppose we wish to learn f: X  Y 
where Y is a vector, tree, or graph? 

Want to learn simultaneously the dependencies 
among components of Y, and their dependence 
on X 

Conditional Random Fields 
see Sutton & McCallum, “An Introduction to 

Conditional Random Fields for Relational 
Learning” 



Conditional Random Fields 



Factor Graphs 



Linear Chain CRF 





“skip” links added 
only for identical, 
capitalized tokens 

task: label seminar 
speaker, location, 
start time, end time 





Homework 3 
•  http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~tom/10709_fall09/hw3.html 



Further Reading 
•  Semi-Supervised Learning, O. Chapelle, B. Sholkopf, and A. Zien 

(eds.), MIT Press, 2006. (excellent book) 

•  Semi-Supervised Learning for Computational Linguistics, S. 
Abney, Springer, 2007. (pretty good, pretty basic) 

•  EM for Naïve Bayes classifiers: K.Nigam, et al., 2000. "Text 
Classification from Labeled and Unlabeled Documents using EM", 
Machine Learning, 39, pp.103—134. 

•  CoTraining: A. Blum and T. Mitchell, 1998. “Combining Labeled 
and Unlabeled Data with Co-Training,” Proceedings of the 11th 
Annual Conference on Computational Learning Theory 
(COLT-98).  

•  S. Dasgupta, et al., “PAC Generalization Bounds for Co-training”, 
NIPS 2001 

•  Model selection: D. Schuurmans and F. Southey, 2002. “Metric-
Based methods for Adaptive Model Selection and 
Regularization,” Machine Learning, 48, 51—84. 



[Jones, 2005] 

Can use this for active learning... 


